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Thank you for taking the time to review this Behavioral Targeting Proposal. My name 
is Bob Hunter, and I am the Operations Director who will be overseeing the 
methodic development and execution of your behavioral targeting strategy.

I believe in the proven power of our proprietary algorithms, and every behavioral 
targeting strategy is customized to the needs of each individual business. Despite 
this customization, the core standards of our teams are always consistent. Our 
methodology has been outlined in this proposal for your careful review in advance of 
your first in depth consultation.

Once we begin servicing your business, we will further discuss your unique needs, 
and customize your strategy as we prepare to move forward.

Our brand is strong, and our team is stronger. We can’t wait to serve you as a valued 
client of Oxford Pierpont!

Bob Hunter, Operations Director | 1-844-834-3458 x100 | 404-400-5437 | Bob.Hunter@oxpi.co
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OUR COMPANY

OTHER SERVICES

Business Development
Consulting

Marketing & SEO
Management

Website Design &
Development

Oxford Pierpont provides 
Business Development & 
SEO services to well 
established companies 
seeking to compete 
aggressively online.

Learn More At
OxfordPierpont.com

Behavioral Targeting 

will replace traditional 

Demographic 

Targeting within the 

next 3 years.”

"
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Strategic Business Solutions

Established January 6, 2011, Oxford Pierpont 
provides strategic business consulting services 
to clients both in the United States and in 
international markets. We professionally 
engage business owners and senior managers 
in an intensive, collaborative process to identify 
and resolve any issues or challenges that may 
be preventing the company from achieving its 
fullest potential. 

With a focus on Millennial markets, our 
professional teams can help your business 
reach its full potential in our fast-paced 
digital world. Through Consulting, Website 
Development, Search Engine Optimization, 
Advertising, and Social Media services, our 
teams will provide and execute strategies 

bottom line.

KNOWLEDGEABLE 
EXPERTS

We are industry experts with 
knowledge not only in marketing, 
but in your industry.

EXCEPTIONAL                
WORK

results. We create tailored growth 
strategies to get you the best 
results possible.

Before anything else, Oxford Pierpont is a team of Strategic Planning & Business Development 
Consultants. Our mission is simple: To provide premium Business Development Services to 
clients who seek to compete aggressively in the Digital Marketplace.

 
Oxford Pierpont

who we are

ABOUT US

BEHAVIOR AL TARGETING

CASE STUDY

PRICING

PROJECT DETAILS & SIGN OFF
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Our Core Focus
Behavioral Targeting

For many companies, traditional advertising can feel 
like an arbitrary, hit-or-miss operation. Carefully crafted 
messages sometimes fall short without an apparent 
reason. Potential customers don’t connect with the 
product in a way that encourages them to engage and 
purchase. These less desirable results often stem from 
marketers creating ads that fail to address the viewer’s 
particular interests and desires. They can also result from 
reaching the wrong audiences altogether. 

In the age of data and advanced tracking technologies, 
random marketing should be the way of the past — 
especially on the web. Not only have prior methods lacked 

of valuable resources over the years. 

Behavioral targeting is the practice of segmenting 
customers based on web browsing behavior, including 
things like pages visited, searches performed, links clicked, 
and products purchased. Visitors with similar behaviors 

content based on their browsing and purchase history. 

With behavioral targeting, consumer behavior and 
purchase intent can be combined to deliver highly 
relevant, highly personalized ads just at the moment when 
a consumer is most likely to make a purchase. 

are much more tangible than any abstract number systems. 
Focusing campaigns on behavioral target markets not only 

reap numerous rewards, as well. 

Nearly every company has data on their customers. Some collect it proactively, while others end up 
gathering information unintentionally. Either way, data is only useful if you know the right way to 
leverage it to attain any desired results.

4 Behavioral Targeting
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So, how does behavioral targeting work to 
create these personalized and profitable 

advertising experiences? It’s all about tracking 
user behaviors online and collecting pieces of 

data from these behaviors called “cookies.” The 
process often involves four steps.

THE BEHAVIORAL TARGETING PROCESS
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STEP ONE 
Data Collection

User data is collected from a range of sources but is typically 
done via tracking pixels (also known as third-party cookies) 
and stored in a DMP or other AdTech platform like a DSP. The 
more data, the more accurate the targeting.

STEP THREE 
Segmentation of Consumer Groups 

made, we now understand the purchasing trends, interests, 
likes, and dislikes of the members of these individual audience 
segments.

STEP TWO 
Data Analysis
As tracking pixels are collected and stored over time through 
new page visits, ad clicks, time spent on particular content and 
other data, behavioral patterns can form related to shopping 
and search habits.

STEP FOUR 
Application of Data
At this point, instead of receiving random ads, consumers will 
only view custom content and personalized ad material that 
draws from past behaviors. Ad campaigns are implemented 

responses.

1

3

4

2

OUR 
PROCESS

AT A GLANCE
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CONSISTENT FLOW OF 
CUSTOMERS

The more prospective customers that 
reach out to you, the more chances 

customers.

SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER 
ROI

Behavioral targeting can quickly put 
yourself ahead of your competition 
without spending much time or 

HIGHLY TARGETED 
APPROACH

behavioral patterns and habits.

DEEPER CUSTOMER 
KNOWLEDGE

Gaining a deeper understanding of 
your customer's behaviors allows you 
to better serve their needs, which 

IMPROVED CONVERSION 
R ATES

Behavioral targeted advertisements 
market have higher appeal to those 
who view them, which increases 

EFFECTIVE PRODUCTIVITY 
TOOL

With behavioral targeting bringing 
people to you, you'll have more time 

your business.

"Behavioral targeting is a technique or ability to target users based on their behavior 
on the internet. It's about knowing your customer very well. The more you know about 
your customer, the easier it will be to generate consistent business." 

5Behavioral Targeting

WHAT CAN BEHAVIORAL TARGETING
DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS
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Real Results From Real People.
Up To 200 Times Per Month.

RESULTS ARE REDACTED FOR PRIVACY.
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WE EXCLUSIVELY SERVE ONE 
CLIENT PER 50 MILE RADIUS. 

GUARANTEED. NO EXCEPTIONS.

Serving only one client in each territory is a matter of 
business ethics, and it ensures that we are always able to 
deliver a minimum number of leads to each of our clients.

When you choose our behavioral targeting service, we 
guarantee that every lead exclusively belongs to your 
business, granting you one of the best positions in the 
marketplace.
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PRICING

The total amount is to be paid in full at the start of service each month and is billed automatically until 
canceled. Cancellations require a minimum of 7 days advanced notice. This service is not an annual con-

tract and can be canceled at any time. 

STANDARD

Average 40-50 high intent leads

Algorithmic Research

Data collection & analysis

Real-time interaction management

Minimum lead guarantee

Results after 7 days

No contract obligation

Per month

$5000.00

10 Pricing
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Oxford Pierpont guarantees a minimum delivery of 

25 referrals per month. Should Oxford Pierpont fail to 

deliver the minimum quantity of referrals, Oxford 

Pierpont agrees to either issue a full refund of the 

money paid for that month's service, or credit the 

next month of service - whichever the client prefers.

There is NO CONTRACT for our Behavioral 
Targeting Service, and there never will be. 
We will earn your business month after 
month by delivering consistent results 
and world-class customer service.

OUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE



STEP 1.  COLLECTING AND PROCESSING DATA

Identify targets for data collection

Implement tracking codes

Collect cookie data

STEP 2 .  SEGMENTATION OF CONSUMER PROFILES

 Identify trends in data

Create buyer personas

Identify in-market leads

Identify the ideal positioning in ad-display network for campaign

Campaign launch

STEP 3.  CAMPAIGN CREATION

Validate data

If required, remove irrelevant data

Deliver relevant referrals to client

STEP 4. DELIVERING RESULTS

Project breakdown

Oxford Pierpont guarantees a minimum delivery of 25 referrals per month. Should Oxford Pierpont fail to deliver the 
minimum quantity of referrals, Oxford Pierpont agrees to either issue a full refund of the money paid for that month's 
service, or credit the next month of service - whichever the client prefers. 

11Project Breakdown
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PAYMENT TERMS AND CONDITION

at $5,000 per month. This total is to be paid in full at the start of 
service each month, and is billed automatically until canceled. 
Cancellations require a minimum of 7 days advanced notice. This 
service is not an annual contract and can be canceled at any time.

SIGN HERE:

SERVICE QTY

TOTAL $5,000

COST

1

1

1

1

ISSUED TO

Name:
Address:

Date
Project No:
Due by:

Estimate 
and 
Collecting and processing data

30 day campaign creation

Delivering results

DATE:

OXFORD PIERPONT

info@oxfordpierpont.com
+1 844 834-3458 
191 Peachtree St. Atlanta, GA

12
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CLIENT NAME (PRINTED):

CLIENT TITLE:

SIGNATURE:

Project completion

Scope of Work & Expectations
Oxford Pierpont will provide an average of 40 to 50 local 
personal injury referral generated through our proprietary 
behavioral targeting algorithms. 

to identify its targets for your particular location, by 

are to be ignored. 

After this system-setup period, referrals can be expected 

generated through behavioral targeting are higher quality 
than traditional referrals, as they are in-market and actively 
searching for the service of an attorney, rather than being 
approached through traditional methods of demographic 
targeting. 

Because of the increased quantity and quality of these 

Oxford Pierpont will provide new growth opportunities through its supply of behavioral targeting based 
referrals. This form of targeting only approaches 3% of the market by identifying individuals based on 
their search history and data analytics. 

13
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Oxford Pierpont will provide an average of 40 to 
50 local referrals generated through our 
proprietary behavioral targeting algorithms.

The first 7 days of service are used to train the 
algorithm to identify its targets for your 
particular location, by assessing the traffic of 
every competitor within a 50 mile radius of your 
office. This period ensures that the system knows 
definitively which targets are preferred, and 
which are to be ignored.

After this system-setup period, referrals can be 
expected to flow with consistent regularity, 
indefinitely. Referrals generated through 
behavioral targeting are higher quality than 
traditional referrals, as they are in-market and 
actively searching for the service of an attorney, 
rather than being approached through 
traditional methods of demographic targeting.

Because of the increased quantity and quality of 
these referrals, we offer a minimum referral 
guarantee.



THANK YOU!
Thank you for reviewing our proposal. If you 
need assistance, or have questions, simply 
contact us immediately and someone will be 
happy to help!

Oxford Pierpont
1-844-834-3458
404-400-5438

Bob Hunter
Operations Director
1-844-834-3458 x100
404-400-5437
Bob.Hunter@oxpi.co

Quick Links:
OxfordPierpont.com
Marketing.OxfordPierpont.com
Websites.OxfordPierpont.com
Services.OxfordPierpont.com
Portfolio.OxfordPierpont.com
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